
D200
Lightweight and functional

The D200 is a lightweight manual wheelchair made of 
aluminium. Foldable for easy transport and storage without 

comprimizing on adjustement possibilities. The new design 
and carbon colour give it a modern and agreable look for all.
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Technical data

 Measurements in mm and kg. Deviations in sizes and weight (15 mm and 1,5 kg) are possible
Subject to technical alterations. Images for illustration purposes only. Certain features may be optional.

Total width   580/600/620/640/660/680/700/720 mm
Total length 1010 mm
Total height  880 - 940 mm
Folded width 300 mm
Seat width  380/400/420/440/460/480/500/520 mm
Height armrests 220 - 240 mm

Seat height  470 - 530 mm
Height backrest  420 mm
Seat depth 430 mm
Weight  16 kg
Maximum user weight 130 kg
Additional info

VERMEIREN Group
Vermeirenplein 1-15
B-2920 Kalmthout
Belgium

www.vermeiren.com
info@vermeiren.com

For more information, contact your local dealer

R.E.: VERMEIREN Group, Vermeirenplein 1/15 - 2920 Kalmthout - België - 02/2024 we care for you
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Products designed to suit you

Our basic principle is: the wheelchair must be adapted to 
you, not the other way around. That is why our wheelchairs 
are evolutive and an answer to your specific needs.

All types of wheelchairs can be adapted, have numerous 
options and can be fully personalized so that there is a 
wheelchair for every person. This is the result of our 
continuous research and experience since 1957. 

Quality guaranteed

Regarding quality, the D200 complies with the highest 
norms, laid down by certified test institutes in most 
European countries.

Colours

C86
carbone

grey

Adjustable front wheels Two tipping pieces

Option B78 - Anti-tipping 
wheels

Option BZ8 - articulated 
legrest self-correcting 

in length

Height adjustable 
push handles

Armrests adjustable in height 
and depth to suit specific need

Rear wheels with 
quick-release system

Removable swing-away 
leg rests (in and outwards)


